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Beyond our private estate villas, indulge in the common amenities and step outdoors to explore the natural surroundings. 

All of this comes together to create a wide range of elevated living experiences while offering you a life on cloud nine.

from a luxurious clubhouse to an ŇŪǨŪŇƱǘƘŵŵş, ƛĞƣƱóƹƛóŪƱƣ, ǒóşśŇŪĹ ƱƛóŇşƣ, ŨĞėŇĐóş ĐĞŪƱƛĞ, Ƙşóǘ ĐŵƹƛƱƣ, śŇėƣƘşóǘóƛĞó, 

şŇďƛóƛǘ, and ǨƱŪĞƣƣĐĞŪƱƛĞ, the amenities in our master plan paves a way for a living experience that is designed for all 

ecompassing comfort.

Come, craft your dream life at Terra Grande, Sirmaur.

Mapping Out The Finer Details
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“As an acclaimed interdisciplinary design practice, we at Studio Lotus have crafted a true masterpiece that embodies the essence of 

mindful living. Sirmaur acts as the perfect platform that harmoniously blends serene landscapes and natural surroundings- ideal for 

mindful luxury living, Terra Grande’s innate philosophy. Complementing this vision, Roha Landscape Architecture And Planning have 

enchanced the beauty of the place, fostering open spaces that enrich the lives of all who experience them.

With a brief that demanded attention to detail as key, each villa is meticulously designed keeping in mind the directional optimisation 

of sun, unrivalled privacy and breathtaking views from every crevice, To complement this vision, measures and features like double 

ĹşóǢĞėǒŇŪėŵǒƣ͈ĹşóǢĞėƣŵşóƛŇƹŨƣ͈óŪėƛóŇŪǒóƱĞƛŁóƛǑĞƣƱŇŪĹ͈ƱŁĞƘƛŵƘĞƛƱǘƛĞǩĞĐƱƣŵƹƛƹŪǒóǑĞƛŇŪĹĐŵŨŨŇƱŨĞŪƱƱŵƣƹƣƱóŇŪóďŇşŇƱǘ͟şĞė

ėĞƣŇĹŪ͇ ½ŁĞ ŘŵƹƛŪĞǘ ďĞĹŇŪƣ ĸƛŵŨ ƱŁĞ ǑĞƛǘ ǨƛƣƱ ƣƱĞƘ͈ óƣ ǘŵƹ ĞŪƱĞƛ ƱŁĞ ƘƛĞŨŇƣĞƣ͈ ½Ğƛƛó GƛóŪėĞ ĐóƘƱŇǑóƱĞƣ ƱŁƛŵƹĹŁ ŇƱƣ óǒĞ͟ŇŪƣƘŇƛŇŪĹ

integration of nature into the very fabric of our property, It is a testament to our commitment to creating a sanctuary where beauty and 

ƣĞƛĞŪŇƱǘĞŨďƛóĐĞŵŪĞóŪŵƱŁĞƛ͈ŇŪǑŇƱŇŪĹǘŵƹƱŵĞǗƘĞƛŇĞŪĐĞŨŇŪėĸƹşşŇǑŇŪĹóƱŇƱƣǨŪĞƣƱ͇ͪ
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